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A YEAR IN REVIEW

Centropa was founded in 2002 so that we could use new technologies to create a very different way of presenting Jewish history to our fast-aging world. Its voice had been all but silenced. Our goal was not, as it had been for others, to use video technologies to create a very different way of preserving Jewish memory, and we have entire websites in English, German, French, Russian, Serbian, Ukrainian, and Lithuanian. With additional pages in Polish, Spanish, Hebrew, and Hungarian, with one unique feature and language. The way we preserved it—through a new technology, is what keeps us going. This annual report will tell you all we have accomplished in 2016 and what we’ll save in 2017.

Sincerely,
Edward Serotta
We carried out the interviewing phase of Centropa between 2000 and 2009, and here in Vienna, thanks mostly to Tanja Eckstein, we reached our goal of one hundred interviews by 2006. It was time to wind down the project and to celebrate, so we invited all those we interviewed for an afternoon kaffee und kuchen.

Not everyone we interviewed was still with us, and we sent out seventy invitations. Ninety showed up. Hosted by US Ambassador Susan McCaw, British Ambassador John McGee, and Israeli Ambassador Dan Ashbel, these seniors, many in their eighties and nineties, were thrilled to get together, share stories, and simply be together. And so we said goodbye that afternoon, one after another came up to us and whispered, “So, can we meet again next month?”

Indeed, we did. In fact, since June 2006 we have met more than one hundred twenty times and, a few months after that 2006 meeting in Vienna, we held our first get-together in Budapest, too.

While elderly Holocaust survivors who need financial help can turn to community organizations, Centropa’s interviewees are generally not in need of such assistance. But that doesn’t mean they’re not lonely. Which is why we send them monthly newsletters, call them, send them birthday and holiday cards, and meet them every chance we get.

But, truth be told, the events our seniors look forward to most are the meetings with high school students and teachers. Teenagers are enthralled to meet people who often times went to their high school seventy years before they did, and we have the students read the biographies of those they’re going to meet before our events, which means they read first-hand history, then get to discuss each story with those who told us that history. For the students, it’s thrilling. For our seniors, it’s heartwarming.

Long before I wrote stories, I listened for stories. Listening for them is something more acute than listening to them. I suppose it’s an early form of participation in what goes on. Listening children know stories are there. When their elders sit and begin, children are just waiting and hoping for one to come out, like a mouse from its hole. (EUDORA WELTY, JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI)
Café Centropa, Budapest, March 2016, with students from the Huszár Gál High School in Debrecen and one of our most active Roma schools, the Wesley János School in Budapest.
The way we see it, every person we interviewed is like a library unto themselves. And all of them—in the 17 countries in which we worked—are the very last witnesses to the lost Jewish world of Central Europe. The only way you and I can visit that world is through the stories of those who grew up in it. And when each of these time-witnesses leave us, it is like the closing of a library.

Between 2000 and 2009, in the countries in which we conducted our interviews, 140 people worked for us as interviewers, coordinators, translators, transcribers, historians, and editors. Here is a sampling from our database of Jewish stories.

**THE SEPHARDIM IN THE BALKANS AND TURKEY**

**MACEDONIA**

That's a picture of my wife, Zamila Kolonomos, with her partisan unit, Gica Deltchev. She's number three in that picture. Number two is Estreja Levi, and number one is Estreja Ovadija, who was killed by the Bulgarians not long after the picture was taken.

From left to right: Isak Levi, Salvo Levi, me and our friend, Ahoo, but I'm sorry to say I've forgotten his first name. We were all from Bitola but we're in Sofia here. As you can see, we are wearing the yellow stars the Bulgarians made all Jews wear.

Aseo had been jailed and was meant to be sent to Treblinka in March 1943. He had spent white after two weeks in prison, but he escaped and went underground with us. Later he studied philosophy and after the war went to Israel. Salvo and I hid together. He became a doctor, we practiced together. Salvo was killed in the Skopje earthquake in 1963, just as my son was.

My wife Zamila Kolonomos, and me on our front porch in 2005. We have spent a lifetime sitting here talking and remembering. I retired from medicine in 1984 but still go in once a week. I read a lot: these days it's Nietzsche. Zamila and I speak in Macedonian, but mostly in Ladino. We spoke Ladino with our children when they were little but since they started school, they began losing it. Now they speak Ladino as if they are foreigners to our language.

Avram Sadikario was interviewed in Skopje by Rachel Cherry in 2006.
One of the happiest days of my life: the wedding in 1954 of my older brother Kemal—my best friend, my buddy, and my confidant. On the right is Kemal; I'm next to him, then Lazar, and our oldest brother Davit is on the very left. The other two guys were in the bride’s party.

Kemal (Yomtov) worked as a salesperson at the Ankara Hosiery Store in Beyoglu. He met Selma Aygun Behar in the glove manufacturing workshop where Davit worked. They married in 1954 in the Zulfaris Synagogue and had two daughters: Meri and Suzi. In 1982 we lost Kemal to pancreatic cancer. As I said, he was the one I enjoyed spending my time with, the one person I shared everything with; we interred him next to my father in the Haskoy Jewish cemetery.

Selma died from congestive heart failure four years later. We buried her next to my brother.

Their daughter Meri met a young man named Moris Salti, and they married in 1971 in Neve Shalom Synagogue. But Meri became a diabetic very young. She smoked far too much; we lost her in 2006, and we buried her in the Haskoy Jewish cemetery with the family. But Suzi worked in the Rabbinate; she’s still there.

Lazar Abuaf was interviewed by Meri Schild in 2006 in Istanbul.

This is my most prized possession because it is the only picture I have of my family. From the left, in the lower row: my sister Surel, my mother Hinda, my father Mordechaj, my brother Duwydl; in the upper row: that’s me on the left, then Lybaly—my brother Mojsze’s wife, Mojsze, my brother Wigde. It was taken in Krasnik, where we grew up.

My father, Mordechaj Zylberberg was a Hasid, a member of the Lubliner Rebbe’s circle. Ninety percent of the clientele in my father’s hat shop were Poles, because Jews only bought his black hats and caps for the holidays, but the Poles came in quite often. My father knew a few words of Polish and was able to communicate with his Polish clients, and the clients knew a little Yiddish, and that’s how life was.

My mother gave birth to seven children. Two died a few days or weeks after being born, and five survived, but of all those in this picture, I am the only one the Germans didn’t murder.

Benjamin Zylberberg was interviewed by Jacek Borkowski in Warsaw in 2004.
AUSTRIA
It wasn’t long after the Germans came [March 1938] that the director of our school came into the class and said that the Jewish children had to get out. I was nine years old. So, we took our schoolbags, put away our pencil cases and note-books, and left the class. That was a terrible humiliation. Exclusion from the classroom, an expulsion, for reasons incomprehensible to me. Even today, I know that this with all children who have been kicked out of school—for whatever reason. This humiliation accompanied us as children and even up until today. It never leaves you.

After school, we always liked going to Schlick Park. I wanted to keep going, since playing in parks is what children do! I remember we went from our Jewish school on Börse-Gasse to Schlick Park, and on all the benches it was written, “Only for Aryans.” The effort they put into writing that on every bench, “Only for Aryans.” Every single bench!

Then Jewish children weren’t even allowed to enter the park so we played in the streets nearby. By this time, I was nine, ten years old, and the Christian boys made a sport of chasing the Jewish girls, throwing them down onto the pavement, and hitting them. I became afraid of even going out on the street, because I was afraid those boys would attack me.

Tanja Eckstein interviewed Dr. Lucia Heilman in Vienna in 2008.

On summer holiday in Adiliget in 1939. After the Great Depression, my parents could no longer afford to go on holiday in Upper Austria, so we rented a small house in Adiliget, a village near Budapest.

This is my mother holding the reins in 1919 in Karlovy Vary. She was born in 1897 in Nitra and they called her Csibi. No one knew her by any other name than Csibinéni. Csibe, which means chick, that’s from Hungarian. Because she was this typical little chick, merry and chipper.

The wedding photo is of my parents, Artur Simko and Irena Simkova, née Braunova, in Nitra, 1922. After their wedding, they moved to Topolcany. At first my father made a living as a lawyer, but he went bankrupt because he charged too little. So he became a judge.

The authorities transferred him from place to place. We moved from one town to another. Nova Zámkyn for some years, then Nitra, where I grew up.

During the war, Otto Simko was conscripted into forced labor and joined the Partisans. His parents survived in hiding.

Otto Simko was interviewed in Bratislava, in 2007, by Zuzana Slobodnikova.

HUNGARY

SLOVAKIA
This is me, posing in the driver’s seat with my comrades Captain Yunyshev (in the side-car) and Captain Zhuk (behind me). I forget the other guy, and this photo was taken after our troops liberated Chernovtsy in May-June 1944. We had fought through incredible battles together. There would be more to come.

Just after this picture was taken, Captain Zhuk got hold of some fuel stocks and instead of reporting to the fuel department he used them for our company. When our commanding officers found out he was stripped of his rank and sent to a penal battalion. It was next to impossible to survive in those battalions because they put them on the front lines of every offensive. I received a letter from him once and even tried to find him later. I found out he had been wounded, but I don’t know what happened after that.

Captain Yunyshev’s story is different. He was stationed in Meissen in East Germany after the war while I was in Dresden. He fell in love with a German woman and asked me what he should do. I told him he couldn’t expel a person from the Party and joined in the Army. So he deserted her, then married an Ukrainian woman and moved to Kharkov. He died in touch but he never got over the war, and he remained shell shocked his entire life. I went to see him once and introduced my son to him; then in 1980, when we had a reunion in Moscow, I learned he had died.

Semyon Tilipman was interviewed in Odessa in 2003 by Natalia Fomina.

The photo was taken in the Berlin Zoo in 1934, and that’s me with the daughter of an employee of the trade representative office of the Soviet Union. I’m holding a real cub there!

My mother’s youngest sister Revekka was an ‘Old Bolshevik’ like my mom—that’s what they called those who joined the Communist Party before the Revolution of 1917. Revekka had moved to Berlin in 1929 so we went to live there in 1933, and I went to the Russian school. But Hitler came to power and I remember how surprised I was to see flags with swastikas on each house. At home in Russia people put out flags only on holidays. Soldiers and SA men marched through the streets and all passers-by were to greet them with their arms stretched out. The father of a Russian friend of mine didn’t greet them so two of them started beating him up. He screamed that he was a foreigner, but it didn’t help. We knew it was time to leave Germany.

Osip Hotinskiy was interviewed by Ella Levitskaya in Moscow in 2002.
Me and my friends from the arts studio in Riga. I'm the one on the ladder holding a cigarette. I remember the studio of Yan Liepin on Mariinskaya Street. The day I got there, a few more or less talented pupils were sitting and drawing. I sat down, too, and took out a sheet of paper. And here enters a naked model! Holy smoke, I held my breath! I almost fainted! Well, really! I can tell you that young boys used to spy through a hole in the fence, and here she comes out in what she was born!

I started to draw, and during the break I looked at the other sketches. The other guys drew her not as she was, like I had done, but made her look stout— with heavy legs and arms. I asked, ‘Where do you see such arms and legs? She's much thinner than that!’ And they answered, ‘You should draw what you feel, not what you see!’ Well, that’s the Latvian style! Later I got used to it, I suppose. Or I quit fighting would be more accurate.

Simon Gutman was interviewed by Svetlana Kovalchuk in Riga in 2002.

This is one of my first artworks and it’s from 1947: a poster dedicated to the Estonian culture days. I got the first prize and from then on I designed quite a lot of posters, and most of them were political. I only wish I could go to the community more often, but at 86, it’s not so easy. But I used to go to all the events they started having in the 1990s when Jewish life came back.

Chasia Spanerflig was interviewed by Zhanna Litinskaya in Vilnius in 2006.
One of the reasons we chose not to use video in our interviews was because we realized that by digitizing old pictures, and transcribing the stories that went with them, we would never be hemmed in solely to filmmaking. Of course, we had no idea back in 2000 that we were still seven years away from the invention of the iPhone; and apps were even farther away, as were podcasts. In general, when people refer to public history today, we speak of bringing culture out of museums, cinemas and books and into the public sphere. And because of the ways we have digitized memory, we are ideally suited to explore all the ways new technologies can help us do that.

In last year’s annual report, for instance, we showed how we had just begun working on our first walking tour app of Krakow, all based on one woman’s story. Teofila Silberring, who Magdelana Bizon interviewed in 2005, painted a lively, compelling picture of going to school in the 1930s, throwing a temper tantrum when her brother didn’t share his bar mitzvah presents with her, and how she and her friends used to peek through the keyhole in the cook’s bedroom when her boyfriend came over. Teofila’s spoiled childhood ended in 1939 at the age of fourteen. That she returned home alive six years later was a miracle, and this walking tour app takes you through her mischievous childhood, the hell the German state threw at her, as well as the life she rebuilt for herself in the decades after.

By the time you read this, you’ll be able to download Tosia’s story in English, German, Hebrew, and Polish—and four great actresses will walk you through Tosia’s story of childhood, horror, and redemption. Just go to the app store on your iPhone, or Google Play and type in “Tosia.” We created this remarkable program in partnership with the Galicia Jewish Museum, and with more and more tourists coming to Krakow, we teamed up and dug into the Centropa Polish database of stories to create an exhibition that will premier in 2018: Ten Polish Cities/Ten Jewish Stories. In a new room at the Galicia Jewish Museum, you will find ten oversized, backlit panels, and on each panel you’ll read the personal stories and view the family pictures of ten Polish Jews who managed to survive the Second World War, remained in Poland, and who we interviewed in the 2000s.

CENTROPA AS PUBLIC HISTORY:
JEWISH CULTURE ON THE STREETS, ON STAGE, ON THE WALLS, ON THE WEB, AND IN PRINT
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LOVE ON A PAPER AIRPLANE

Our team in Budapest, led by Dr. Sávina Czigler, developed an exhibition in partnership with the Hungarian Committee to Commemorate the First World War. Drawing from more than 4,000 of our Hungarian family pictures and 250 interviews, Szilvi and her team created an exhibition, Love on a Paper Airplane, which was shown publicly in November and December in Budapest, and will travel to other cities in Hungary in 2017.

2016: 75 YEARS SINCE OPERATION BARBAROSSA

With more than 95% of Lithuanian Jewry murdered during the Holocaust, we are dedicated to telling the stories of those few Jews who survived the horrors and remain there still.

On 22 June, 1941, on a front that stretched from the Baltic to the Black Sea, Nazi Germany launched its invasion of the Soviet Union; it was the largest military attack in history. It would take eighteen months, when the German army was suddenly surrounded and destroyed at Stalingrad, before the tide began to change. But by then millions of Jews had been massacred and most of them by firing squad. And such was the fate that befell Lithuania’s Jews.

In New York, four Broadway actors, three from Fiddler on the Roof, took to the stage of the Miller Theater at Columbia University to perform Shtetl Stories: Lithuanian Jews remember the 20th Century. Working from a script by playwright Ali Viterbi, they read from the Centropa interviews conducted in Lithuania, all while old photographs floated up behind them, and pianist David Strickland accompanied them. Here was 20th century Jewish history brought to life, a performance The Forward called “poignant and moving.”
When Friends Helped Friends is a Serbian/Bosnian language catalogue based on our exhibition of the Sarajevo Jewish community’s life-saving efforts during the 1990s siege of the city.

To accompany the stage production described on page 23, we published, Shtetl Stories: Lithuanian Jews remember the 20th century, based on the life stories of ten of our Lithuanian interviewees. With stories ranging from growing up in small shtetls to assimilated families growing up in wealthy homes, every one of our interviewees had been marked out for murder in 1941. Not only do they tell us how they escaped, but about the lives they managed to create for themselves in the decades afterwards.

This publication of The Ukrainian Jewish Family Album, in Ukrainian and in English, accompanied our exhibition by the same name, which premiered in Kyiv in September 2016. The exhibition has now traveled to more than 14 libraries, cultural centers, and schools, and the book, which tells the personal stories of Ukrainian Jews, has been distributed—and used—by more than 40 schools throughout the country.

We held our tenth International Summer Academy in Vienna and Berlin. While we have a Vienna Jewish Source Book, we published this German Source Book for teachers—and for the interested general public. Filled with personal stories of growing up Jewish in prewar Germany, this volume also contains the names of German Jews to know, and the reasons to know them, as well as historical essays on living in Germany postwar.

ON THE WEB
With hundreds of interviews and thousands of pictures already online (and more added each month), along with forty-five films, eBooks, databases, travel advice from Ruth Ellen Gruber, and great recipes from Jayne Cohen, Centropa’s website has become one of the go-to websites for Jewish history and culture. 114,000 unique visitors came to our site in 2016, registering hundreds of thousands of hits. 42% returned at least three times.

IN PRINT
Our YouTube channel draws three times the number of visitors to our website: more than 312,000 visitors have watched our Spanish language film on the Balkan Sephardim, and most of those viewers live in Spain.

To accompany the stage production described on page 23, we published, Street Stories: Lithuanian Jews remember the 20th century, based on the life stories of ten of our Lithuanian interviewees. With stories ranging from growing up in small town shtetls to assimilated families growing up in wealthy homes, every one of our interviewees had been marked out for murder in 1941. Not only do they tell us how they escaped, but about the lives they managed to create for themselves in the decades afterwards.

When Friends Helped Friends is a Serbian/Bosnian language catalogue based on our exhibition of the Sarajevo Jewish community’s life-saving efforts during the 1990s siege of the city.

The publication of The Ukrainian Jewish Family Album, in Ukrainian and in English, accompanied our exhibition by the same name, which premiered in Kyiv in September 2016. The exhibition has now traveled to more than 14 libraries, cultural centers, and schools, and the book, which tells the personal stories of Ukrainian Jews, has been distributed—and used—by more than 40 schools throughout the country.

We held our tenth International Summer Academy in Vienna and Berlin. While we have a Vienna Jewish Source Book, we published this German Source Book for teachers—and for the interested general public. Filled with personal stories of growing up Jewish in prewar Germany, this volume also contains the names of German Jews to know, and the reasons to know them, as well as historical essays on living in Germany postwar.
When Centropa was founded in 2000, we had no intention of going into education. Now it’s 75% of what we do. We were coaxed into the field by teachers, because they were offering to help us develop programs they knew would work within the classroom. They liked the way we told stories; they wanted to use those stories to bring history alive for their students. When they told us their pupils loved watching films and wanted to know if we could take our best interviews and create videos out of them, we threw ourselves into the task of producing them. When the feedback came to make those films shorter so they could be discussed in class, we complied. Other teachers told us: please add maps to the films, and dates, and give us short documentaries on how Europe’s borders have changed so much—and we did that, too. Since 2005, we have sat around tables with 790 teachers in nineteen countries—either in day-long workshops or weekend seminars. And, as stated elsewhere in this publication, we bring the best and brightest of them to our international Summer Academies, where up to 80 teachers from well more than a dozen countries spend intensive eight days together, engaging with historians, politicians, and tour the great cities of Europe, and working with each other to develop lesson plans and forge partnerships with each other. This part of our annual report reviews our activities in the five networks of teachers: American public schools, American Jewish schools, EU public schools, EU Jewish schools, and Israeli schools.

There just isn’t any other resource like Izrael Polska. Centropa is a corner of memory with a human face, whispers of the past, which we have to keep and listen to. Best of all, it is completely accessible online.

BEATA ZEP, KROSNO, POLAND

I love Centropa for its original way of highlighting the Jewish history and heritage, and when it comes to teaching the Holocaust is one of the few places where you will find easy to access resources of all types, for all academic tastes. I love that your site does not approach the Holocaust as an excuse to hate and resent the world, especially the Germans.

DIANA GHERASIMIUC, BUCHAREST, ROMANIA

Centropa is like a shining light in the darkness of our current world. The bringing together teachers from many countries to focus on promoting civil society, while using the stories of European Jews who lived through the turbulent 20th century, you are helping teachers like us make a difference. Although the concept seems to escape all too many people, the wisest among us know if you want to change society you do it through teachers. Centropa recognizes this and your films, your programs, are all aimed toward challenging students to become more productive members of a civil society.

LAUREN PINER, SOUTH CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, WINTERVILLE, NC

Centropa makes history interesting for teenagers simply because you bring history to life in ways others don’t. I can promise you: mention Holocaust to my students and they are going to say, ‘Oh no, not again!’ But your short films make students watch and listen and they end up showing empathy for the people in them. The films are a trigger to start important discussions, and for them to create projects afterwards. I know that because as soon as I’ve shown some of your films, they have wanted to launch their own projects to help the needy.

VICTOR GUREVICH, REHOVOT
In the six years we have been working in Israel, we have held eight day-long or weekend seminars for 160 teachers and we have brought 66 Israelis to our Summer Academies.

We have three main focus areas in Israel.

First: we have established a platform for professional development that combines our way of storytelling and the vast resources of The National Library, our partner in Israel. With a wealth of documents and photographs already online and more being uploaded annually, the National Library is becoming an ever more important feature in education, which is why we hold our seminars there, where we explore the archives and introduce our teachers to NLI’s historians and archivists.

Second: More than a few of our teachers in Israel, like Ronen in Kfar Saba and Melanie in Hadera, work with students who have learning disabilities.

“My students have a difficult time with tolerance issues,” Ronen told us. “And when I show them your Sarajevo story, narrated in Hebrew, it opens up the subject so well. After all, it’s about Holocaust survivors and their Muslim neighbors working together. And that gives us the chance to really go into critical thinking.”

Melanie teaches English in Hadera, a hard scrabble development town with chronically high unemployment. We developed a program together that her students love. We have them reading the poetry, in English, of Polish Nobel laureate Wislawa Szymborska—whose poems are supremely ironic and thought-provoking—and then making their own videos based on those poems. “You have changed the way they think,” Melanie told us, and the winning video, made by seventeen-year-old Arthur, thrilled him so much that he put off his military service for a year to work in a video studio.

Third: we know that the hand-picked Israeli teachers we work with are some of the most innovative in our entire network. We also know the vast majority of the teachers we work with in Slovenia, Poland, Moldova, Lithuania, Serbia, and other countries have never worked side by side with an Israeli educator, much less had the opportunity to connect their students with Israeli teenagers. And where there is no contact there is room for misinterpretation, for misunderstanding, for stereotyping, and for falling sway to the anti-Israel European press, which is alive and flourishing. There isn’t much Centropa can do on a large scale, but in one classroom after another, we can and do make a difference. In the pictures above, you will see our most creative Israeli teachers running sessions during our summer academies.

This is where stereotypes melt, and this is where our Israeli form partnerships that last throughout the school year. This is how we break down walls. This is how we build bridges.

What I am taking back to my class is how to use a story as a learning tool. You don’t just do this very well, you are telling stories in ways no one else in Israel tells them. When a student watches Centropa stories, he wants to tell his family story and watch stories from others. Even better, it’s so much easier for me to encourage my students to tell their own stories now.

DIKLA LERNER, IRON TET HIGH SCHOOL, TEL AVIV

ISRAEL
BUILDING BRIDGES I: BETWEEN ISRAEL AND ITS EUROPEAN HERITAGE
Back when we were founded in 2000, we never planned on working in education. A few years later, we witnessed how students in American Jewish schools were relating to our first batch of multimedia films. Indeed, those were the only schools we worked in for our first few years. And while we love bringing Centropa to private schools where ninety-eight percent of the students go on to university, things look quite different in the inner cities of Newark, Baltimore, North Charleston, and in the Hispanic neighborhoods of Houston. It’s no better in rural North and South Carolina, where the furniture factories have closed, the textile mills have stopped turning, and the opioid crisis has settled over them like an autumn fog.

But the news is not all bleak. While whole industries have left the US, South and North Carolina are currently seeing a huge change in the available jobs, jobs that didn’t even exist a few years ago. In recent years, more than one hundred forty German firms have set up factories and distribution centers in South Carolina alone; all of them require highly skilled high school graduates. And yet, all over the US, too many school systems cling to the bedrock faith that two- and four-year colleges are still the answer for America’s youth. They are not. In the fourteen European countries in which we work, a far larger percentage of students attend technical high schools and go straight into the workplace afterwards, and in Europe no one looks down on those who forego university for trade schools.

There is only so much Centropa can do to address these issues, but we can and are making a difference. Working with social studies administrators in South Carolina, Florida, Texas, and Maryland, we have created programs that help students build the skills they will need to be competitive in the 21st century marketplace. To take one example, South Carolina Department of Education has identified characteristics and skills they want all of their high school graduates to acquire, including: collaboration and creativity, global literacy, critical thinking and problem solving, self-direction, interpersonal skills, and media technology and communication.

Our teachers have told us that their Centropa projects cultivate all of these skills in their students—and more—and this is how we do it. First, we have students watching Centropa’s award-winning multimedia films in which Righteous Gentiles have saved the people we interviewed—and that leads students to discuss where true north is, ethically and morally. Then we have them delving into the story of the siege of Sarajevo in the 1990s, when a band of Holocaust survivors worked with their Muslim neighbors to help save their city—and next we have students going out to highlight an organization in their city that helps those less fortunate. In other words: the ethics of everyday life.

On a more practical level, they’re also required to go into the Centropa website, find supporting materials, and create their own stories—showing how they use original document research.

We take matters yet another step: we’re asking American teenagers to create videos on the civil rights movement, and that means once again they have to dig into original source material, hone their writing skills as they write scripts, produce videos, and share those videos with our partners schools in Germany, Poland, Ukraine, and elsewhere; all while those students produce films on Our Town’s Jewish History, or the Revolutions of 1989. By having our American students—whether they are in inner cities or farm communities—share films and get to know students their age who live in Europe, we expand their borders while shrinking their world.

Clearly there is much to do in the United States, but when we receive emails from our veteran teachers like this, we know we’re on the right track.

BARBARA HAIRFIELD, SOCIAL STUDIES SPECIALIST, CHARLESTON COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SC

Today’s world needs high school graduates to develop the soft skills that will make them successful, whether they are going on to college or are headed for a job right after high school. Businesses today, especially the high tech factories of South Carolina, value employees who display creativity, innovation, critical thinking, and problem solving. Centropa’s vast wealth of resources can be used in all of these areas, and the way Centropa presents its materials really does challenge students to create kinds of projects that will serve them well, not just in a job interview but the very day they start work.

BARBARA HAIRFIELD, SOCIAL STUDIES SPECIALIST, CHARLESTON COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SC

“Building Bridges II: Expanding Borders While Shrinking the World”
Previous Holocaust education seminars I’ve attended were just that: the Holocaust. That can be vitally important, but social studies teachers really do want to put the events of the twentieth century in context. Centropa works for me because you make it very easy to teach students about the humanity (and lack of) during the war, and then bring it up to the present time to show students history is a story that doesn’t end. And neither do morals and ethics.

CHRISTINA STATHOPOULOS, READING, LOGGERS’ RUN MIDDLE SCHOOL, BOCA RATON

I have been to many Centropa seminars and I am amazed each time because it seems that every new film, every new project you introduce was created with my students in mind, and I work in a very troubled school indeed. I was shocked when Ed Serotta said Centropa was not founded to be a resource for teachers, because Centropa has quickly become my most valuable tool.

ANTHONY LUDWIG, HISTORY, NORTH CHARLESTON HIGH SCHOOL, CHARLESTON, SC

Top row: Theresa Dennis teaches in an inner city school in Baltimore. Nearly all her students have learning disabilities and we are working with Theresa on creating materials that are more visual, and will even provide her with an audio walking tour project for them to use. Danielle Bago- nis, right, teaches in another Baltimore school where 42% of her students don’t finish high school. We’re working closely with Danielle to create challenging, meaningful projects for students to create—and be proud of. Bottom row: two dozen public school teachers brainstorm during our seminar in West Palm Beach, February 2016.


AMERICAN JEWISH SCHOOLS
BUILDING BRIDGES III: WHEN JEWISH HISTORY BECOMES PERSONAL
Our very first foray into education was with American Jewish schools. It wasn’t that we knew the market well — before 2003 we had not worked in any schools, anywhere. But we knew that when we brought a web-based platform of twentieth-century Jewish stories to Jewish schools in Washington, San Diego, New York, Atlanta, Philadelphia, Boston, and other cities, we felt we’d find an open door. And did we ever.

In one school after another, teachers and students alike thrilled to what we were doing and teachers volunteered their time to guide us through pedagogies that would work for their students.

Since then, as our European networks (both public and Jewish schools) expanded, our US Jewish schools not only continue to carry out projects such as making family history videos that document the Jewish journeys of their forebears, they also engage in cross-cultural projects that bring US Jewish students in touch with Jewish students in Europe and Israel, as well as with public school students in the US. For example, after their teachers met at our 2016 Summer Academy, students from the Adelson Campus in Las Vegas launched a cross-border project with Jewish schools in Berlin, Rome, and Thessaloniki based on the book, "Fly Like a Butterfly," that culminated in an exhibition of student work from all four schools at the Jewish Museum of Thessaloniki.

We feel enormously proud to have created a network of some twenty-five American Jewish day schools: in Los Angeles, Houston, Chicago, and other cities, and the highlight of our year is when students from the Heschel School in New York come to Vienna to visit our office, learn how we create our films, and then spend time meeting the elderly Jews we interviewed over the years.

Centropa is different, because it does not see itself primarily as a Holocaust educators’ seminar. Centropa has a number of focii and Holocaust is only one. I think that if a person were coming to one of your summer programs just for Holocaust education they would be disappointed; Centropa provides so much more.

SHMUEL AFEK, HESCHEL SCHOOL, NEW YORK
Before Communism fell in Central Europe in 1989 and in the Soviet Union two years later, the vast majority of Jews in the region wanted nothing to do with the official Jewish communities in their countries. That’s because they had become mouthpieces of the one-party state and, except for Romania, they spewed forth a string of anti-Israel propaganda, literally until someone pulled the plug on them.

Everything changed in the 1990s. While some Jewish families in Central Europe left for Israel and the West, and millions fled the collapsed Soviet Union, Jewish life reinvented itself in the lands where many had thought it had disappeared. Younger Jews took over their communities and immediately became engaged in property restitution, started opening facilities to care for Holocaust survivors, and looked for ways to make Jewish life relevant for their offspring.

Before 1989, there was exactly one Jewish school in the region—in Budapest—and it had twelve students. By the end of the next decade, there were twenty; by 2015 there were well more than thirty.

We all know that Jewish life in most of Europe is but a shadow of what it once was. The Holocaust, then mass migration, has seen to that. But looking at what has happened since the fall of Communism a quarter century ago, it is clear that for Jewish life to continue in this region—and it will—communities will have to connect their children with each other in ways they never did before because only by thinking past borders will they be able to operate. This should not present much of a barrier as no one using Facebook or Instagram ever saw a border he or she couldn’t jump, and there are three ways of strengthening the connecting tissue in these communities: through Jewish summer camps, in youth groups, and in Jewish schools.

The schools are where we come in. First, we are building a network of teachers. Every year we bring educators from some two dozen Jewish schools together in a winter seminar, where we work intensively on lesson plans, tour Jewish sites, and share with each other what works best in our classrooms.

We also help teachers get better acquainted with new technologies and digital storytelling through making videos. Then they return to their schools filled with great ideas. And this is where the magic starts, because students in Budapest and Frankfurt are creating videos together, and then getting to know each other through social media. We’ve done the same thing with the Jewish school in Istanbul and the school in Rome, in Helsinki and Vilnius, and in Berlin and St. Petersburg.

With every new video created by students in each school, with every new friendship formed across borders, we shrink the Jewish world that much more, all while creating a pan-European Jewish classroom.

I’ve been to many international conferences before but none of them provided so many usable materials as Centropa did. It is also much more practical and hands-on than many of the conferences I attended before, which usually consist of teachers sitting there listening.

CSILLA HAJNAL–SMITH, LAUDER JAVNE SCHOOL, BUDAPEST

It’s not just different, it’s unique. There is no other forum for European Jewish school teachers to share ideas and perspectives about European Jewish history, and in that sense also the future aspects of living as a Jew in Europe.

SHEILA WEINTRAUB, JEWISH SCHOOL OF HELSINKI

EUROPEAN JEWISH SCHOOLS
BUILDING BRIDGES IV: A PAN-EUROPEAN NETWORK
This is a very different way of thinking about Jewish memory and the Holocaust. These encounters we have with motivated teachers—talking about what is different in our schools and what is similar or even the same—all means I’ve been able to connect my students with Jewish kids in other Centropa schools: in Prague, Budapest, and Istanbul.

RINA LUND, ORT SCHOOL, ROME

Top row: Students in the Budapest Lauder Javne school preparing traditional Jewish recipes, then serving them (while serenading) to Holocaust survivors in Budapest.

Photographs this page were taken in Budapest in March 2016, during our fourth CJR seminar, which was hosted in part by the Jewish Federation of Hungary, and attended by 36 teachers from 22 schools.
EUROPEAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BUILDING BRIDGES V: BRINGING THE STORY OF THE SIEGE OF SARAJEVO TO HUNGARY, POLAND, AND ROMANIA

Working with a grant from the European Union’s Europe for Citizens program, in 2016 we created a special set of projects for Hungary, Poland, and Romania. The idea was to use our well-known story of how Holocaust survivors in Sarajevo worked with their Muslim, Serbian, and Croatian neighbors during the 1990s siege of their city to create a non-sectarian aid agency open to everyone.

All during the siege, Jews and Muslims worked side by side. None of the volunteers was a humanitarian aid worker; they were neighbors helping neighbors, regardless of their religion.

For the past five years, ever since we produced a short film and made an exhibition in German and English that tells this story, teachers have been asking us to bring this story to their country and in their language. “We all have stories and lessons about tolerance,” Beate Skuza, an English teacher in Poland told us, “but this touches on so much more. As soon as students watch the film that shows these different religions working together, they want to go out and do something themselves.”

Marcell Kenesei and the team in our Budapest office received a grant that helped them:
• create new versions of our Sarajevo film in each of the three languages;
• design and print a new version of our Sarajevo exhibition in each of the three countries;
• hold seminars for teachers to brainstorm on how best to use them;
• launch small grant programs that would give schools more than $300 each to develop their own project to help others; and
• then hold a final town hall meeting so students and teachers could share their projects with each other.

In late 2016 these three new versions of the film and exhibition hit the road—in Krakow, Budapest, and Bucharest. More than 80 teachers came together to discuss how to use the exhibition in their schools; historians and diplomats came to speak with our teachers about the Balkans, and all three exhibitions have been touring each of these countries, turning on lights, provoking discussions, and showing what it means to help a neighbor.
In 2013, we created a partnership between Marko Dimitrijevic’s school in Nis, Serbia, and Maureen Holtzer’s class in Boca Raton. During a Skype call, the American kids said they didn’t like to drive on weekends. Why not, the Nis students asked. “A crime called, ‘Driving While Black,’” the Americans said. The Serbian students were floored. But they had learned something. And they felt a kinship for their new-found friends. When floods hit Serbia that year, Maureen’s students were on Facebook and Skype, studying geography, following the Danube’s path, asking questions, standing with their friends. This was learning outside the box. This was building empathy—not always the easiest thing to do with teenagers in any country.

On this page, you see a different sort of bridge being built. Holocaust education in Germany is widespread and thorough. Stefan Foos, one of our teachers in Berlin, spoke with his students and their parents and asked if his students could visit Belgrade, where an entire Jewish community had been brutally destroyed in a matter of months. Men were shot. Women and children were taken to the newly built, art-deco fairgrounds, locked away, then loaded into gas vans. Stefan brought his class to Belgrade, where one of our best teachers, Siniša Vukadinović, and his students showed the Berliners the sites that make Belgrade one of the hippest cities in Europe today, but they also went to that same fairground, and learned what Nazi Germany accomplished. Siniša and Stefan and his students can be seen in the photos in the top row.

In the winter of 2016, Siniša’s students came to Berlin. They stayed in the homes of Stefan’s students, they toured the wonders of Berlin, and learned of the horrors of the past, the culture created in Berlin’s heyday, and spoke of Germany’s place in Europe today.

When the refugee crisis slammed into Europe in September 2015, Anthony Ludwig—who had been with Centropa in Sarajevo to meet the Jews and Muslims who worked together during the 1990s siege of the city — he went to his students at North Charleston High School and asked if they wanted to do something to help. Working through us, he contacted Anthony with our friend Sonja Pajeg, who as a small child fled Hungary with her parents in 1956. Sonja knew from being a refugee, and she and a few of her friends started Sholem Alakum, a Jewish organization that adopted a house full of refugees and set about helping them in every way they could.

Anthony’s students delved into the project, first studying geography and tracing how Syrian refugees made their way to Vienna. They discussed current events, read the newspapers and watched news reports, and said: let’s do this. Although almost none of Anthony’s students’ parents have jobs, and 98% of the school’s students depend on free or reduced lunches, they raised $1,900 by holding bake sales, doing jobs around school, canvassing shopping centers. Sonja received the check through the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, then set about buying winter clothes, tricycles, toasters, and shoes.

Then the students in Charleston, and the refugees from Aleppo and Damascus stared across at each other on Skype. The Charleston kids were the first Americans the Syrians had ever talked with. And after five minutes, they thought they had met the most wonderful people they could imagine. As for the Charleston students, this was the project that showed them what civil society means, it showed them they have a place in society.
From the 19th century until our time, Hungary's elite high schools have stood out for producing Nobel Prize winners in science, Academy Award winning directors, and trend-setters in technology. Even today, these schools stand head and shoulders above many others in Central Europe, and the majority are located in Budapest. But 200 miles to the east, in the towns and villages near the Roma-nian border, jobs are few, poverty is endemic, and the majority of schools are filled with Roma children. Over the past two decades, Roma families have shown an increasing determination to find their place in society, take jobs, and send their children to school. Preju-dice against them, however, is as widespread as it is deep. Centropa has come up with a novel and innovative program we are carrying out with the support of the Open Society Foundation and the US Embassy.

Our goal: to bridge the gap between rich and poor, between those who have access to society and those who are shut out from it, and by working with students at the bottom of Hungary's socio-economic ladder, to help them start climbing that ladder, wrung by wrung—and have them work alongside students from Hungary's very best schools. With that goal in mind, we have been bringing together teachers from both sides of the spectrum—and we've held seminars where they created projects to bring their students together.

With more than thirty teachers participating, all during 2016 we held seminars and discussions, and in short order they had their students working side by side planting gardens, making videos, acting as tour guides to an exhibition, helping the homeless, writing a slam poetry song then recording it in a studio, painting the walls of their school, and organizing school events together.

One student in the Apáczai Csere János school in Budapest said, “At first I was apprehensive, but then we had such a good time with the kids from Szolnok,” while a student in eastern Hungary said, “This was the first time for me in Budapest, and the first time I ever met a Jew.”

To celebrate the end of our first year of activity, we held a town hall meeting in Budapest, where we presented awards for the best student projects, gave out small prizes for teachers to recognize their hard work, and had students—from eastern Hungary and from Budapest—perform musical numbers for us.

You have put together a fascinating program. It was so useful to get to know other colleagues who are devoted to the same cause, despite the problems we face. I'm sure that for my students (especially my Roma students) it will be a unique and interesting experience to get to know students from the top schools in Hungary. Please see to it that this will be a long-term cooperation, not just a onetime project.

EMESE ERDŐSI, Pécs

Your seminar gave me the feeling that I'm not alone. It did not offer us ready-made solutions but opportunities and possibilities that we can use, and now we can plan our own projects.

ANGÉLA BARNÁNÉ NAGY, Kalocsa

BUILDING BRIDGES VIII: CONNECTING ROMA STUDENTS WITH STUDENTS FROM HUNGARY’S MOST ELITE SCHOOLS
There are a great many things people in the Balkans do not agree on. A decade of wars in the 1990s has seen to that. In times of peace, people working together build social capital; that is what civil society is all about. Wars wipe that out, and often it’s been left to teachers in the western Balkans—vastly underpaid, hugely overworked—to try and rebuild what was torn asunder. Not all of them want to, of course; we have run into our share of deeply nationalist educators. Teachers, after all, reflect the societies in which they live.

Finding common ground for teaching history is not easy since all the Yugoslav successor states have been writing history books to reflect what they deem is the truth. And while people may not agree on much, the history of Jews in the Balkans does interest a great many of them.

Better educators know that Jews found refuge here after being expelled from Spain in 1492 and spent the next 450 years trading with their neighbors, getting along with their neighbors, living next to their neighbors. Until they were wiped out starting in 1941. More than 10% of the Yugoslav civilian population perished during the Second World War, but over 80% of the Jews were killed in unspeakable ways. Teachers and their students are keen to pay homage to the Jewish communities that have been all but destroyed, and we are pleased that so many of them are digging into the history of their towns’ Jews in the years before the Holocaust.

As we have mentioned on several pages of this report, the story of La Benevolencija, the Sarajevo Jewish community’s humanitarian aid agency in wartorn Sarajevo in the 1990s, draws teachers and students from all our countries. But it gives everyone in the Balkans a bridge to meet on since it is all about people who refused to hate others because of their religion. And that is very much a lesson they like to share with their students.

We have two main partners in the western Balkans. The Holocaust Memorial Center in the Macedonian capital of Skopje is the largest such museum in southern Europe. Working with Dusko Veskovski and the museum’s CEO, Goran Sadikario, our Macedonian coordinator Daniela Sterjova, an English teacher, recruits teachers for our seminars and helps them with their lesson plans.

In Bosnia our partner is La Benevolencija, where their staff arranges our seminars and also recruits teachers, which is what Damjan Snoj, a history and civics teacher, does for us in Slovenia, and Ana Sesar and Tomislav Simic do in Croatia.

It is Biljana Stojanovic, the Serbian Education Ministry’s specialist in Holocaust education, who has proven our most stalwart ally. Biljana has helped us craft our films and programs for Serbian students, brought teachers to meet with us and review our content, and even brings Serbian teachers to our seminars in Macedonia, Serbia, and Croatia.

It is through people like these, helping tell stories of those who did not give in to hate, who are making a difference in the western Balkans—one classroom at a time.

I remember being informed that Centropa people were coming to Belgrade in 2012 so that you could ask us if Centropa had content that we Serbian teachers could use. I was impressed that you came to ask! When you produced your film on the Kalef sisters, I knew that I would finally have something that I could show students year after year, and that is what I’ve been doing. This is a Serbian story, that tells of Serbia’s Saint Martin, their destruction during the war, and how a brave priest saved these two sisters. My students were entranced. And every year I show it and we discuss it.

LIDIJA SUICA, BELGRADE
A s we’ve made clear by now, we are great believers in telling stories and sharing stories. And by crossing borders to share stories with our neighbors we build social capital and strengthen civil society because stereotypes wither away, bonds are formed. It cannot be otherwise; we provide a platform, then watch as teachers open minds and touch hearts.

Over the past few years, the United States and Germany have made Ukraine a priority. While their governments are helping build infrastructure and fight corruption, the US has opened its first America House in Europe in more than fifty years. Fabian Ruehle, our European education director and liaison to German government institutions, has now secured German Foreign Office grants of more than $200,000 to invest in civil society projects in Ukraine and Moldova. And since no one can teach a teacher better than another teacher, Fabian’s idea has been to bring our best German and Polish teachers, school directors, and museum educators to work alongside our Ukrainian and Moldovan stakeholders so there is a constant flow of ideas in both directions. We have even set up a program called Trans.History (trans-history.org) with content for teachers and students in Ukrainian, German, Polish, and Romanian.

We’ve created this mix for a reason: first, teachers in Ukraine and Moldova have felt isolated, cut off from Europe’s mainstream, and our goal is make sure they understand they are very much part of our world.

Further, Germany, as it is well known by now, has faced the darkest chapters in its history better than any other society that we know of. We work with a core group of teachers, school directors, and administrators who do not flinch from discussing either the horrors of the past or Germany’s responsibility for helping the less fortunate today.

We also cooperate with educators in Poland, those who have helped their country move forward in ways no one thought possible two decades ago. Working with our partners at the Galicia Jewish Museum in Kraków, and with the support of the Claims Conference, the Ebert, Taube, and Koret Foundations, we have been conducting seminars and cooperating with teachers in Poland since 2011. More than 180 Polish teachers have taken part in our nine seminars—but more than 540 wanted to come. It has been like this in Poland for years: younger teachers, and their students, are hungry to learn about their country’s—and their towns’—Jewish history because by getting to know something of Poland’s Jewish heritage they are learning something of their own. It is very much the same in Lithuania.

Centropa is doing such an important job. I love the idea of working with teachers from Ukraine. I really think that it helps when Poles and Ukrainians work together on temporary problems resulting from ignorance of the past. Understanding the Holocaust is vital important, but you give us something much more, which is the story of how Jews lived in our towns and cities.
Top row: three of our German teachers and school directors working with their counterparts in seminars in Kyiv, September 2016.

Bottom row photos taken in March 2016, when we invited Moldovan, Ukrainian, German, and Polish teachers to spend three days in the Galicia Jewish Museum. The highlight—toured, center—was a traditional Friday night dinner in the Krakow JCC.

UKRAINE

Top row, Left: teachers in Priluki opening our exhibition in December 2016. Center: Nina Kotelenets lives in the village of Sukhopolova and spoke to students and their parents about what she observed in 1941, when the town’s Jews were taken out and murdered. Right: student in Chernivtsi speaking about what he and his fellow students learned from the exhibition.

Bottom row, Left: Viktoria Kadiuk, one of our most active teachers, showing students through the exhibition in a school in Irpin; Center: a high school class in Chernivtsi; Right: students viewing the exhibition, also in Irpin.

Top row: three of our German teachers and school directors working with their counterparts in seminars in Kyiv, September 2016.

Bottom row photos taken in March 2016, when we invited Moldovan, Ukrainian, German, and Polish teachers to spend three days in the Galicia Jewish Museum. The highlight—toured, center—was a traditional Friday night dinner in the Krakow JCC.
Nearly everyone in Ukraine has struggled since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, yet from our first set of meetings with teachers and civil society activists in Lviv in June 2015, we felt that same hunger we had witnessed in Poland and Lithuania for learning about their town’s Jewish history.

We began by producing a film we felt would speak to Ukrainians. Shelly Weiner (then Ruchel) and her cousin, Raya Kizhnerman, were spirited out of the city of Rivne in late 1941 by their mothers, only hours before nearly twenty thousand Jews were massacred. The two girls and their mothers were hidden by a family of farmers for 28 months and risked their own lives every single day. The film we produced, Return to Rivne: A Holocaust Story, was shown in film festivals and then made its way to a local movie theater in Rivne. So powerful was the message—of Ukrainians reaching out to save four Jews—that the very next day people gathered in the town square and went off to restore the city’s Jewish cemetery, something that had not been done in half a century. That, in education, is not an output (like a seminar, film, or exhibition). That is an outcome—how behavior is changed.

We brought Germans, Moldovans, Ukrainians, and Poles to a seminar in Rivne at the end of 2015, and Shelly flew over as well. Then we held two more seminars in 2016—one in Krakow, the other in Kyiv, which was to commemorate the seventy-fifth anniversary of the massacre of Babyn Yar.

In addition, the Organization of Cooperation and Security in Europe (OSCE) helped support our September seminar by bringing in Serbian and Slovak teachers to share their lesson plans, the US Embassy gave us America House to meet in, and the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance underwrote our huge exhibition, The Ukrainian Jewish Family Album.

This was hardly our first exhibition; in fact, it was our eleventh, and like all the others, it was based on the photos we digitized and the stories we collected, in this case in Ukraine back in the 2000s. What was very different was that as soon as teachers and others saw the exhibition at its premier in Kyiv in September 2016, we expected to receive three or four requests to show it. Instead, fourteen libraries, cultural centers, and schools all wanted it—and before the end of the year!
This publication describes in detail our 2017 Summer Academy, but in this annual report for 2016 we highlight a landmark event for us: our tenth Summer Academy. We brought 90 teachers, school directors, education ministry officials, and museum educators to Vienna, Prague, Theresienstadt, and Berlin.

All Centropa Summer Academies have two goals: to add to every teacher’s knowledge base—and we do that by visiting the very places where history happened and engaging with historians, civil society activists, and journalists—and to develop their skill set for combining new technologies with history. This tenth Summer Academy accomplished both of those goals, as we spent nine intensive days in Vienna and Berlin, with a short stopover in Prague and Theresienstadt.

Irene Bartz, left, was born in Krakow in 1923, lived in Lviv, and fled during the war to Central Asia. She married a Polish Jew there and they ended up in Vienna where she raised her family. Now 85 years old and a widow, Irene met with four Polish teachers during the Summer Academy—and more than a year later she is still in contact with them and their students.

“Others have said it before, and I’ll say it again, mainly because it so accurately describes your summer program. Centropa turns the cities of Central Europe into classrooms for teachers. By exploring cities with you and the guides you provide, then working with teachers from other countries around a table each day, we literally build up knowledge, stone by stone. That you provide us with films that are made exactly for each country makes it that much better for us, and for our students.”

Judit Pal, Budapest

“The CAR WHERE IT HAPPENED”

Visiting the Austrian Military Museum to discuss Archduke Franz Ferdinand’s fateful ride through Sarajevo in June 1914.

“The ROOM WHERE IT HAPPENED”

Exploring the German-Russian Museum in the Berlin suburb of Karlshorst, and the room where Nazi Germany surrendered to the Allied powers.

“The STREET WHERE IT HAPPENED”

Walking through Bernauerstrasse in Berlin, just at the line marking East from West Berlin, where the wall fell on November 9, 1989.
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In Vienna: Dr. Claus Raab, President of the Austrian National Bank, welcoming our participants to Vienna. Center: Philipp Born, a historian who has written widely on the cultural history of Europe. Right, Hannah Lessing is the Director of Austria’s Holocaust Restitution Agency.

In Vienna: A discussion on civil society in the Balkans with Alison Smale, the bureau chief of The New York Times, Zarko Koracs, the only Jewish member of Serbia’s Parliament, and Jakob Finci, president of the Sarajevo humanitarian aid agency, La Benevolencija.

In Berlin: A discussion on civil society in the Balkans with Alison Smale, the bureau chief of The New York Times, Zarko Koracs, the only Jewish member of Serbia’s Parliament, and Jakob Finci, president of the Sarajevo humanitarian aid agency, La Benevolencija.

KYIV COMES TO BERLIN: Ukraine’s Education Ministry, Lilya Hrynevych, speaking to our Summer Academy in the German Foreign Office, while Ed Sevotta discusses our new film on Shelly Weiner, who was hidden for 28 months by Ukrainian farmers during the Holocaust. On the right is Ambassador Felix Klein, his ministry’s representative on matters relating to the Holocaust and Jewish issues—and our host that afternoon.

Teachers from 18 countries working together, sharing best practices and writing lesson plans that they will not only implement in their own classrooms but will use to connect their students on social media.
Sur Out of the Shadows, Edward has Nightline three films for ABC News and 1999, he produced since 1985. Between 1996 in Central and Eastern Europe. Born in Savannah in Central and Eastern Georgia, Edward has grown up in East Germany. Tanja joined Centropa as an interviewer in 2000. In 2006, she started our Vienna Café Centropa social club, which brings together our elderly interviewees once a month to enjoy a lecture, social program, or a festive Jewish holiday meal. Ouriel’s skill begins digitizing our interview tapes. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to start with us.

For more than a decade, until the end of 2016, Ouriel was our tech director. For five years, Marie was in charge of designing our brochures, reports, brochures, and graphic designer. A member of Vienna’s Jewish community since 2000. Marie was born in Munich and grew up in Vienna, where she studied at the prestigious Hochschule für Angewandte Kunst. For more than a decade as our in-house graphic designer, she attended a German grammar, or a festive Jewish holiday meal. She then studied Middle Eastern Studies at the University of Groningen in the Netherlands, where she graduated in 2012. Esther joined Centropa in 2013, and she is in charge of logistics for our Summer Academies and our European seminars. Together with Fabian, she also directs the Teaching Academy project in Ukraine and Moldova.

Denis Karalic was born in Munich to a Bosnian father and a Polish mother, went to elementary school in Austria and moved to Vienna in 1984. Tanja studied filmmaking in university and has now been working for us for more than a decade as our filmmaker, sound designer, and graphic designer.

Esther was born in the Netherlands but grew up in Sighetu Mare, Romania, where she attended gymnasium. In 2002, and since then she has conducted more than 70 interviews in Austria and moved to Vienna in 2000. In 2006, she started our Vienna Café Centropa social club, which brings together our elderly interviewees once a month to enjoy a lecture, social program, or a festive Jewish holiday meal.

In 2006, she started our Vienna Café Centropa social club, which brings together our elderly interviewees once a month to enjoy a lecture, social program, or a festive Jewish holiday meal. Wolfi hails from a small wine village in the Wienerwald, Austria, where he played bass in a rock band we could not bear to listen to. For years he played bass in a rock band we could not bear to listen to.

For more than a decade, until the end of 2016, Ouriel was our tech director. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to begin digitizing our interview tapes and upgrade our website. Ouriel’s skill begins digitizing our interview tapes. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to begin digitizing our interview tapes and upgrade our website. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to begin digitizing our interview tapes and upgrade our website.

For more than a decade, until the end of 2016, Ouriel was our tech director. For five years, Marie was in charge of designing our brochures, reports, brochures, and exhibitions.

Denis Karalic was born in Munich to a Bosnian father and a Polish mother, went to elementary school in Austria and moved to Vienna in 1984. Tanja studied filmmaking in university and has now been working for us for more than a decade as our filmmaker, sound designer, and graphic designer.

For more than a decade, until the end of 2016, Ouriel was our tech director. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to begin digitizing our interview tapes and upgrade our website. Ouriel’s skill begins digitizing our interview tapes. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to begin digitizing our interview tapes and upgrade our website. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to begin digitizing our interview tapes and upgrade our website.

For more than a decade, until the end of 2016, Ouriel was our tech director. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to begin digitizing our interview tapes and upgrade our website. Ouriel’s skill begins digitizing our interview tapes. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to begin digitizing our interview tapes and upgrade our website. Thanks to his efforts, we were able to begin digitizing our interview tapes and upgrade our website.
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STAFF, COORDINATORS, ADVISORS, INTERNS

BORBÁLA PÁL
MARCELL KENÉSEI
BENCE LUKÁCS

Borbála studied sociology at ELTE (Hungary) and later received her master’s degree in Nationalism Studies at Central European University. Her main research interests are Jewish identity and prejudices. She also volunteers for Haver Foundation, an organization that aims to combat antisemitism among Hungarian secondary school students.

Bence Lukács worked as a web developer and programmer before joining our Budapest team. He keeps Centropa’s technical equipment and online infrastructure checked, and comes up with solutions where there is space for improvement.

CENTROPA ACADEMIC ADVISORS

MAUREEN CARTER
Biljana Stojanovic, administrator for history and Holocaust programs in the Serbian Education Ministry

Maureen Carter, social studies and Holocaust education coordinator, Palm Beach County Schools

Before leaving for Pittsburgh this year, Rainey Snyder taught the social studies administrator for Baltimore City Schools. She is pictured here working with Ukrainian teachers in 2015.

Barbara Harfield

Barbara Harfield is the social studies administrator for Charlotte County Schools.

CENTROPA COORDINATORS

DANIELA STERJOVA
ANA SESAR
NANCY ADLER
DAMJAN SNÖJD
GINTARĖ LIORANČAITĖ
KATARZYNA KOTULA

Daniela Sterjova teaches English in Skopje and has been coordinating for us since 2012.

Ana Seser coordinated for us for more than a year and has been coordinating for us for our first film set in Croatia.

Nancy Adler is our coordinator for US Jewish schools. Nancy tired to secure family photographs and permissions to use for our first film set in Croatia.

Dami An Snöjd is our coordinator for our Israeli program. She is in charge of our Israeli seminar program.

Damon Lipkin works in the Galician Jewish Museum in Krakow and is our Polish coordinator. Katarzyna Kotula serves as our senior advisor and organizes all aspects of the project.

ZSOLT MÁRTHA
MARYNA PYASNET
RONI ZUNZ

Zsolt Martha, vice-principal and English teacher at the Scheiber Sandor school in Budapest, is our coordinator for the CJN competition, virtual walking tour category.

Maryna Pyasnet teaches English at the Jewish school in Kiev. Maryna was also a CJN coordinator, responsible for the virtual cookbook category.

Roni Zunz worked at the Moses Mendelssohn High School in Berlin until she moved to Israel. In the 2015/2016 school year she was our CJN coordinator for the family history project.

THE TEACHERS WHO DON’T WATCH THE CLOCK.

Centropa has become as successful as it is in several countries primarily because there are just some teachers who are passionate about what we bring to their students. In turn, they help bring ever more teachers to us, and we are deeply grateful.

Ettie Abraham, Kfar Saba
Beata Gendek-Barhoumi, Czestochowa
Kirstin Lakeburg, Bonn
Gottfried Becker and Andreas Breunig, Mannheim
Branka Dimitrijevic, Belgrade
Jacek Jaros, Kielce

Senka Jankov, Zrenjanin
Vesna Dimitrijevic, Belgrade
STAFF, COORDINATORS, ADVISORS, INTERNS

ADVISORS ON CIVIL SOCIETY AND MUSEUM PROJECTS

IGOR KOZEMJAKIN
JAKOB FINCI
JAKUB NOWAKOWSKI
GORAN SADIKARIO

Igor Kozemjakin is on the board of the Inter-religious Council of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Igor has participated in several of our regional seminars and is ideally placed to discuss with younger teachers and students all over the Balkans about how and why it is important to build bridges and work together.

Jakob Finzi was born in an Italian internment camp during the Second World War but his family returned to their home of Sarajevo at war’s end. An attorney by profession, Jakob became one of the two wartime leaders of the Sarajevo Jewish community and its humanitarian agency, La Benevolencija. Jakob is one of our closest and longest serving advisors.

Jakub Nowakowski is the director of the Galicia Jewish Museum in Krakow, our partner for all Centropa activities in Poland. Kuba, as he is known, has assembled an exceptionally talented young team of Poles who conduct academic tours of Krakow, recruit for Centropa seminars, and follow up with our teachers all over Poland. Kuba has also spoken for us at our seminars in Germany and Ukraine.

Goran Sadikario is the CEO of the Holocaust Memorial Center for the Jews of Macedonia in Skopje. Goran and his staff arrange our seminars and Goran acts as our liaison to the Macedonian government ministries. Goran also lectures on the work of his museum at most of our Balkan seminars.

INTERNS 2016

ANNA HEFFERNAN
DOMINIQUE COTTEE
ALYSHA ZAWADUK & DRAGOS PARASACA
DANIJELA STAJIC

Anna Heffernan is a master’s student at the Centre for European, Russian and Eurasian Studies in the University of Toronto. At Centropa she edited our newest exhibition, the Ukrainian Jewish Family Album.

Dominique Cottee hail from Australia and while studying in Vienna’s Diplomatic Academy, she interned for us. But because Dominique was such an excellent researcher and editor, we hired her for another year to carry out her work, becoming one of the main editors for our Polish and German Source Books.

Alysha Zawaduk is a master’s student at the Centre for European, Russian and Eurasian Studies in the University of Toronto, and was enormously helpful in reviewing and writing historical texts for our Ukrainian exhibition and our Lithuanian Shtetl Stories Source Book.

Dragan Parasac is a law student in Bucharest and spent the summer migrating family stories from our database to our online archive.

Danijela Stajic is a Masters’ student at the Centre for European, Russian and Eurasian Studies in the University of Toronto. While interning in our Germany office with Fabian, Dani wrote and edited historical texts for our German Jewish Sourcebook, which every participant of the Centropa Summer Academy 2016 received.
HERE IS OUR LIST OF BFFS FOR 2016, ALONG WITH OUR SOD (SLEEPOVER DIVISION) FRIENDS.

THE CENTROPA ALL–STARS
Cheryl Fishbein and Phil Schatten, New York (SOD First Prize Winner)
Alan and Susan Rothenberg, San Francisco (SOD)
Rabbi Andrew Baker, Washington
Ellen Heller and Shale Stiller, Baltimore
Shana Penn, Berkeley
Daniel Kapp, Vienna

UNITED STATES
Harry and Carol Saal, Palo Alto (SOD)
Michelle Ores, New York
Irene Pletka, New York
Judith Ginsberg, New York
Rabbi Michael Paley and Anny Dobrejcer, New York (SOD)
Sandra Brett and Richard Friedman, Charleston (SOD)
Barbara Hairfield, Charleston
Janis Minton, Martin Blank, Sean Ostrovsky, Richard Ziman, Los Angeles
Betsy and Richard Sheerr Philadelphia (SOD), Alan Kluger and Amy Dean, Miami (SOD First Class), Howard Rieger, Pittsburgh
Maureen Carter, Palm Beach

GERMANY
Henri-Giscard Bohnet, Dr. Gerhard Walther, Konrad Adenauer Foundation
Pia Burgjagen, Knut Dethlefsen, Roland Ficht, Alexander Kellwer, Reinhard Krumm, Bert Hoppe, Friedrich Ebert Foundation
Jens Buschmann, Felix Klein, Canton Walten, Federal Foreign Office of Germany
Peter Vordermeier, Mannheim, Mayor Peter Kurz, Mannheim
Robert Sigel, Munich
Dirk Berger

AUSTRIA
Silvia Friedrich and Dr. Oskar Wawra, City of Vienna
Hannah Leasing and Evelka Mrhatl at SF77, National Fund Vienna
Marina Machleis, Education Ministry, Vienna
Rita Dauber, Vienna

MACEDONIA
Goran Sadikario, Holocaust Museum, Skopje
Ambassador Renate Kuller and Jana Nedelkovska, Austrian Embassy Skopje
Laura Brown and Mirela Andonovska, US Embassy

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Jakub Frino, Jewish Community, Sarajevo
Martin Permer, Austrian Ambassador to Bosnia

SERBIA
Biljana Stojanovic, Education Ministry, Belgrade
Tanja Bakraclic, US Embassy
Tamara Butigan, National Library
Zarko Korac, Member of Parliament

CROATIA
Natali Lulic Grozdanoski, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Silvia Heim and Ernest Hercog, Bet Israel, Zagreb
Ana Lebl, Jewish community, Split

POLAND
Jakub Nowakowski, Galicia Jewish Museum, Krakow
The team at the Galicia Jewish Museum
Helise Lieberman, Taube Foundation

ROMANIA
Dr Felicia Waldman, University of Bucharest
Anca Tudorincescu, Center for the Study of the History of Romanian Jews, Bucharest

GREECE
Benjamin Albalas, Jewish Federation, Athens
Dr. George Kalantzis, Education Ministry, Athens
Vassiliki Keramida, Education Ministry, Athens

HUNGARY
Andre Héder, President of Maftasz Frank Spenger, Konrad Adenauer Foundation in Hungary
John Cilag and Eva Gonto, Gallic Fund
Zoltan Balog, Minister of Human Resources
Laszlo Miske, President of the Association of History Teachers
Mircea Centov, Director of the Mosaic Hub – ZIC
Michael Miller, Central Europe University
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MONEY MATTERS. FRIENDS HELP.
Since Centro was founded in 2000, we have raised (including this year) $12,392,354, and with each passing year, slightly more of our funding has been coming from Europe. Like every non-profit, we greatly appreciate every donation, and we also want to thank all those friends who make calls for us, set up appointments, offer suggestions and ideas, and connect us with others who in turn also help.
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CENTROPA is a registered non-profit corporation in the US (501c3), in Hungary (Alapitvany), in Germany (e.V) and in Austria (a Verein).

Board of Directors, Central Europe Center for Research and Documentation (Atlanta)
Dr Cedric Summan, Georgia State University
Jane Iossey, Bremen Museum, Director Emeritus
Cynthia Graubart
Edward Serotta

Board of Directors, Centro Europa Hungary
Marcell Kenesai
Dora Sandi
Dr Michael Miller
Dr Andras Kovacs

Board of Directors, Centro Europa Germany
Inna Pletka, New York
Edward Serotta
Marcell Kenesai
BENEFACTORS

PATRONS
Dr. Larry Pakula, Louis H Gross Foundation, Baltimore
Shelly Weiner Holocaust Education Teacher Training Endowment of NCCAT
J. Ira and Nicki Harris Foundation, West Palm Beach
Natan Fund, New York
The David Berg Foundation, New York
The Nash Family Foundation, New York
The Neubauer Family Foundation, Philadelphia
Wilf Family Foundations, Short Hills

SUPPORTERS
Andrew and Ruth Suzman, Scarsdale
Babara Shear, Palm Beach
David and Edie Blitzstein, Olney
David Nathan Meyerson Foundation, Dallas
Greensboro Jewish Federation
Harry and Carol Saal, Palo Alto
inSight through Education, Palm Beach
Jewish Museum of Maryland
Joseph M Schapiro III, Mindy M Schapiro
Jules and Lynn K Kroll, Rye
Kirsh Foundation
Koret Foundation, San Francisco
Krieger Family Endowment, New York
Mark and Annette Migdal
Michelle Orr, New York
Pepin Fund, San Francisco
Permanent Mission of Germany to the UN, Consulate General of the Federal Republic of Germany
Steve Kolins
The David and Barbara Hirschhorn Foundation, Baltimore
The Ewin Raubenberg Foundation, Santa Monica
The Field Family Fund, Centrevo
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International
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Open Society Institute

UJA Federation of New York

The Austrian Embassy in Prague

Gottfried Becker
Michael Hatz
Andreas Kressner
Adam E. Heinrich

Vesigrad Fund

Körner Ltd. Sándor Opoli and Mária Győri
Hungarian Government
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Konrad Adenauer Foundation
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### EXPENSES 2016

#### Part I: Educational programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Type</th>
<th>Expenses 2016</th>
<th>Budget 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>European schools</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary: Vienna team's time devoted to our EU educational program</td>
<td>€ 54,912 $60,952</td>
<td>€ 52,340 $58,097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honoraria for part-time coordinators in SL, CZ, LT, PL, RO</td>
<td>€ 11,963 $13,279</td>
<td>€ 12,202 $13,544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website development—spent on all European programs</td>
<td>€ 16,692 $18,528</td>
<td>€ 10,462 $11,613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia films for EU Education</td>
<td>€ 15,828 $17,569</td>
<td>€ 15,637 $17,357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling exhibitions EU ed programs: PL, HU, LT, BiH</td>
<td>€ 16,083 $17,853</td>
<td>€ 16,405 $18,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar costs, meals, seminar room, travel, hotel</td>
<td>€ 77,112 $85,594</td>
<td>€ 75,676 $84,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal EU educational programs</strong></td>
<td>€ 192,590 $213,775</td>
<td>€ 182,722 $202,821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>European Jewish schools</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary</td>
<td>€ 23,082 $25,621</td>
<td>€ 24,573 $27,276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honoraria for part-time assistants</td>
<td>€ 6,264 $6,953</td>
<td>€ 7,778 $8,634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website development</td>
<td>€ 7,154 $7,940</td>
<td>€ 4,484 $4,977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia films for EU Jewish schools program</td>
<td>€ 8,152 $9,049</td>
<td>€ 6,702 $7,439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling exhibitions</td>
<td>€ 15,864 $17,609</td>
<td>€ 16,181 $17,961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar costs</td>
<td>€ 71,087 $78,907</td>
<td>€ 70,270 $78,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Subtotal € 155,135 $172,200</td>
<td>€ 152,502</td>
<td>€ 169,277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>US educational programs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary, staff</td>
<td>€ 66,000 $73,260</td>
<td>€ 64,865 $72,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website development</td>
<td>€ 10,374 $11,506</td>
<td>€ 9,910 $10,708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal and accounting</td>
<td>€ 7,999 $8,953</td>
<td>€ 10,673 $11,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative salaries</td>
<td>€ 15,732 $17,418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital contributions</td>
<td>€ 3,000 $3,450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal US educational programs</strong></td>
<td>€ 211,248 $234,486</td>
<td>€ 186,762 $207,306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Israel</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary, Israel education coordinator</td>
<td>€ 901 $1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website development—spent on Hebrew language programs</td>
<td>€ 4,769 $5,294</td>
<td>€ 2,989 $3,318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia films for Israeli schools</td>
<td>€ 4,522 $5,020</td>
<td>€ 4,468 $4,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal Israel educational programs</strong></td>
<td>€ 24,980 $27,728</td>
<td>€ 12,862 $14,277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summer Academy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport, hotel, meals</td>
<td>€ 143,338 $159,105</td>
<td>€ 135,135 $150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>€ 25,999 $28,859</td>
<td>€ 25,225 $28,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website / server hosting English and German language sites</td>
<td>€ 2,005 $2,225</td>
<td>€ 2,631 $2,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal International educational programs</strong></td>
<td>€ 171,342 $190,189</td>
<td>€ 162,991 $180,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total PART I Educational Program</strong></td>
<td>€ 755,296 $838,378</td>
<td>€ 697,839 $774,602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Part II: Community activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Activity</th>
<th>Expenses 2016</th>
<th>Budget 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Receptions, lunches, in-house conferences</td>
<td>€ 1,299 $1,442</td>
<td>€ 1,297 $1,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Café Centropa: events for Holocaust survivors</td>
<td>€ 48,899 $54,278</td>
<td>€ 53,155 $59,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total PART II Community activities</strong></td>
<td>€ 50,199 $55,720</td>
<td>€ 54,452 $60,442</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Part III: making Centropa work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administrative Item</th>
<th>Expenses 2016</th>
<th>Budget 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rent and operating costs</td>
<td>€ 73,496 $81,581</td>
<td>€ 63,753 $70,766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal and accounting</td>
<td>€ 13,899 $15,428</td>
<td>€ 14,414 $16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative salaries</td>
<td>€ 35,539 $39,448</td>
<td>€ 37,863 $42,028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital investments</td>
<td>€ 3,568 $3,960</td>
<td>€ 5,856 $6,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Part III: Administration</strong></td>
<td>€ 126,502 $140,417</td>
<td>€ 121,887 $135,294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total expenses** | € 931,996 $1,034,515 | € 874,178 $970,338 |

**Expenses: How we spent it**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Income 2016</th>
<th>Expenses: Educational Programs 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>€ 234,486</td>
<td>€ 213,775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>€ 50,305</td>
<td>€ 17,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>€ 175,017</td>
<td>€ 34,729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other European Countries</td>
<td>€ 82,992</td>
<td>€ 7,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Organizations</td>
<td>€ 83,395</td>
<td>€ 19,658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid directly to third party vendors</td>
<td>€ 49,348</td>
<td>€ 4,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book Sale, Royalties</td>
<td>€ 91,854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>€ 4,450</td>
<td>€ 1,852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Income</strong></td>
<td>€ 893,801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**INCOME 2016**

- US: €490,305
- Austria: €555,339
- Germany: €175,017
- Other European Countries: €82,992
- International Organizations: €83,395
- Paid directly to third party vendors: €49,348
- Book Sale, Royalties: €91,854
- Interest: €4,450
- **Total Income**: €893,801